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Ergonomics begins with manual labor: we grind, we model, we 
make test drive - and the whole thing repeats countless times,  
until it ends up in the CAD. Wall thickness optimization and FEM 
calculation ultimately leads to the finalization of our products.

15 years of SQlab
The SQlab story

When exactly is a company in its prime? 
The answer is the same as with people; 
the current age is what counts so make 
the best of it – right here and right now.

SQlab had its beginnings way before the
actual founding of the company in 1994 
when we, a group of five young and wild 
mountain bikers, rode and raced our 
bikes as much as possible. At that time,  
we had already made our passion for 
cycling our profession and worked as 
testers for large bike magazines and man-
ufacturers. We also developed the first 
reconstructable and  digitalized stress 
test – named Megalog – for mountain 
bikes and their components. Afterwards, 
these measurements were integrated into 
current DIN standards via the testing  
institute that is still very famous today.

At the same time, our first patent and the
resulting prototypes were developed. It’s  
a saddle with a horizontal protrusion as  
its highest point. The first early form of 
today’s step saddle was born.

2003 Founding of SQlab
The great thing is that the same five young 
and wild mountain bikers from that time

are still at SQlab’s product development
department.
These days, their hair is somewhat grayer
and there are a few extra pounds, but let’s
leave it at that. Years ago, two additional 
crazy mountain bikers joined the team, 
one is a urologist and the other is a famous
spine surgeon. That’s just how things go 
when you get older, you get in contact 
with doctors more often!

Once again, the fascinating thing about 
this fact is making the best of the present –
even today, at this advanced age, the 
experiences that we pass on to younger 
people can help. As a result, we have now 
grown by 40 people, and a couple of en-
gineers and carbon specialists have also 
slipped into the mix, all of which have the 
goal of making the best possible products 
and striving to get their work done so they 
can hop on this world’s trails and bike 
parks in seconds. Making the best prod-
ucts is one thing, but beyond that, there is 
something else that’s far more important. 
Friendships, friendships that accompany 
and strengthen you for a lifetime. Such as 
the friendship among seven young men, 
who did nothing else apart from making 
the best of each day since their childhood.

We combine our knowledge
Ergonomics, science, technology, re- 
search, design, development, medicine 
and sports.

We create solutions
By connecting our different fields of knowl-
edge, our aim is it to look at the cause from
different perspectives. We combine the 
knowledge of ergonomics, medicine and
cycling to develope an ergonomic, high- 
quality and sports-oriented product.

Our aim is
to make cycling healthier, more comfort- 
able and more efficient. We set the high-
est requirements to ourselves, continously 
developing our know-how and our expertise.
Because only when you̓ll become one with
your bike, you will be able to win races, 
to feel the flow of the trails and to enjoy
nature in a relaxed way. In order to achieve
our goal, we put all our knowledge and 
passion into our products.

We are SQlab
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Maximum surface area, support  
and comfort.

Grip ergonomics for the long haul!
Perfect fit, shock absorption and comfort 
when used for racing.

Secure grip and comfort. Grip ergonomics for experts!
Perfect fit, more volume and a smart  
shape for more cushioning.

SQlab grip series 2018

Trekking/City Comfort MTB Comfort/Tour & Travel Gravity & E-PerformanceMTB Tech & Trail
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Trekking/City Comfort MTB Comfort/Tour & Travel

Secure grip and comfort.
This relief wing, which is located at the very
edge and deeply extends downwards, frees
up space for securely grasping the grip body
in all situations. The raised end of the grip 
externally nestles against the side of the 
hand, while the inside is somewhat more 
elevated. As a result, it specifically relieves 
the ulnar nerve, the median nerve and the 
carpal tunnel pass. Ergobar offers a secure 
grip and optimum support for your fingers 
on the front and bottom of the grip.

The best selling of the grip series
The well thought-out shape, with the wings 
pulled down far, make for the perfect com-
bination of comfort and driving dynamics.

The perfect shape 702 and 710
The personal grip size is important. Grip 
size is the measurement from the tip of the 
middle finger to the crook of the thumb. 
This is because the fingers grasp the grip 
precisely by this measurement. The grips 
702 and 710 are available in sizes S, M and 
L, thereby ensuring an excellent fit.

Grips 702 and 710 are higher on the inside
than on the outside, which matches the 
natural position of the hand. This provides
excellent relief to the ulnar nerve and, above
all, the carpal tunnel pass with the median 
nerve. In addition, the outer edge of the
hand is often insensitive, as karate fighters
often demonstrate.

Raised
The raised grip end picks up the side of
the hand and supports the hand. As a
result, pressure is distributed across a
large area.

S

M

L

702 710 

702 Trekking/City Komfort

710 MTB Komfort/Trekking Sport
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MTB Tech & Trail

MTB Tech & Trail

Grip ergonomics 
for the lang haul!

Grip ergonomics for the long haul!
The outer contact area is less rounded 
and flattened instead. The flattened area 
also raises slightly towards the outside 
for support. Based on the natural contour 
of the hand on a grip, contact is drawn 
forward and slightly rearward at the same 
time. The clamp is located inside and the 
clamping sleeve is only in the inner third. 
This allows more material for increased 
cushioning and a confident “tacky” feel. 
The flat angular bottom offers a perfect 
form fit. The design organically flows with 
your palm and fingers providing the ideal 
interface and optimal cushioning.

Ergobar
The Ergobar is a wave-shaped profile on the
front and right side, which produces a flat, 
slightly angular grip bottom. A perfect fit 
for angular, bent fingers.

Surface
The flattened outer shape drawn slightly 
forward and rearward reduces pressure.

One Piece
The end of the grip is closed. End plugs 
are no longer needed.

Cushioning
The added material at the end of the 
grip provides more “spring deflection”.

Reliability
The raised grips keep hands on the han-
dlebar, even when things get rough.

Steep
The increased height extends around the
grip so that maximum cushioning is al-
ways provided, even in steep descents.

Like a tool in a hand
Only with a perfect fit do you have 
everything under control and can control 
the bike.
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Gravity & E-Performance

Grip ergonomics 
for experts!

Gravity & E-Performance

Grip ergonomics for experts!
The perfect fit for maximum control. The 
surface offers maximum grip, even in mois- 
ture and mud. Fingers are optimally sup- 
ported in any situation by the front and 
bottom, while the outside provides the 
necessary comfort.

Comfort zone
for optimum shock absorption

Gripzone
for a secure grip with every single finger

Diamand zone
for the perfect support in any weather

Texture zone 7OX
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ERGOWAVE®
Performance Based Ergonomics, 
starting at 147 g

612 ERGOWAVE ® S-Tube, starting at 175 g
SQlab in cooperation with

Created from a SQlab research project in
collaboration with the Frankfurt University 
of Applied Sciences and the University 
Clinic of Frankfurt, and funded by the Fed-
eral Ministry of Economy and Technology. 
For the first time in a research project, the 
forces involved and the maximum load
limits between a person and a bike saddle 

were able to be calculated down to the 
deepest structures of the body. The end 
result is the new ERGOWAVE® saddle 
shape for a more aggressive seating po-
sition on road and MTB bikes which gives 
the absolute best numbers below the 
maximum load limits in all tests.

6/2018
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612 ERGOWAVE® Carbon active, starting at 183 g

ERGOWAVE®
Performance Based Ergonomics

Low and Flat
The saddle nose’s flat and lightly curved
shape results in a maximum contact area
with correspondingly low pressure. As a
result, the nose is simultaneously very nar- 
row,  and lateral friction during pedaling
is reduced to a minimum.

The SQlab MaxContact® shape, has 
already proven itself in other past SQlab 
race models, and has been consistently  
in the ERGOWAVE®series.

Biomechanics
Thanks to the SQlab active technology –
which, from a biomechanical standpoint, 
is similar to the lateral movement of the 
pelvis when walking – efficiency in the pe-
daling movement is increased by up to 7°. 
At the same time, this eases the load off 
the vertebral discs and increases comfort 
at the sit bones. Proven SQlab active-tech-
nology has been tuned firmer for road &
MTB racing and is adjustable in three 
levels of stiffness via elastomers.

The Perfect Fit
Maximum performance requires a fit and
width that is perfectly tailored for individ-
ual athletes.

Available widths: 
12 cm, 13 cm, 14 cm, 15 cm

Upswept Rear
The upswept rear of the saddle provides
better support for the back and ensures
efficient cient transfer of force.

The Dip
This indentation in the middle of the 
saddle reduces pressure on the perineal 
area’s sensitive structures.

Lower Saddle Nose
A saddle nose set at a lower level exerts
correspondingly lower pressure on sen-
sitive tissues. This applies to men and 
women alike.

Energy Saving
The ERGOWAVE’s® wavy shape – stretching 
from the rear of the saddle to the front –
perfectly fits most ischial rami. The rider
does not have to assume an energy sap- 
ping posture. All your energy will be avail- 
able for propulsion.

12 cm 13 cm 14 cm 15 cm

612 ERGOW
AVE ® S-Tube active, starting 211 g12 cm 13 cm 14 cm 15 cm
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E-Performace & Gravity

A combination of ERGOLUX® and 
ERGOWAVE®

The new e-bike saddle 6OX combines the 
advantages of the successful saddle mod-
els ERGOWAVE® and ERGOLUX®. As part of 
the product development, the shape of the 
saddle was adapted and perfected for the 
special use on the E-MTB as well as for the 
Gravity Bike.

Sleek rear and Gripdesign
The wave shaped 6OX profile which con- 
tours from the rear to the front offers a 
perfect form-fit shape for most sitbones. 
The raised back section provides more 
rearward support and ensures efficient 
power transmission. The grip material on 
the raised back provides additional sup-
port to the rear. In addition, the saddle cov-
er is robust, especially at the edges. The 
level and lowered saddle nose applies less 
pressure to the sensitive areas of men and 
women alike. For an even better pressure 
relief, especially on long technical climbs, 
the saddle nose of the 6OX became a little 
bit wider, but just as flat and with largest 
possible surface area. The padding was 
designed for the specific needs on the 
E-MTB with perfect dampening properties 
for rough off-road terrain. Due to these 
modifications, the 6OX is the ideal saddle 
for long and steep climbs on the E-MTB and 
at the same time, even on bikes without 
an engine, it provides an optimum relief.  
The wave shaped 6OX profile which con- 
tours from the rear to the front offers a 
perfect form-fit shape for most sitbones.

Active Technology
The proven SQlab active technology has 
been adjusted for E-MTB and Gravity appli- 
cations. Pelvis movement of up to 7° is 
made possible by the SQlab active Tech-
nology, which from a biomechanical point 
of view simulates the natural movement of 
walking and increases the efficiency of the 
pedalling motion. At the same time, the 
spinal discs are relievedand the pressure 
to the sitbones is reduced. The active Tech-
nology is perfect on the stable E-MTB for 
more movement in the saddle.

13 cm 14 cm 15 cm 16 cm



Stay seated!
The ERGOLUX® model series

City & Comfort
The best model for an upright seating
position on the city bike.
Saddle widths: 18 cm, 21 cm

Trekking
Premium-class trekking and touring 
saddles.
Saddle widths: 14 cm, 15 cm, 16 cm, 17 cm

MTB Tour & Travel
The MTB saddle for a moderate seating
position on sports trekking bikes and com-
fort-oriented MTBs.
Saddle widths: 13 cm, 14 cm, 15 cm, 16 cm
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ERGOLUX®
Stay seated!

Ergonomics – Comfort – Movement
Weightlessly travel through the city and 
reach your destination in ultimate comfort. 
Experience the airflow created by your own
strength while you experience the joy of
cycling. For over 200 years, bicycling con- 
tinues to be the most fascinating and 
efficient method of transportation in spite 
of new technology such as the automobile, 
motorcycle and space shuttle!

As part of a research project, scientists, 
doctors, technicians and a multitude of 
cyclists have researched down to the last
detail and made continuous improvements.

After the second season of ERGOWAVE®, 
we are now ready to present the comfort 
variant for cyclists, who sit somewhat 
more upright on their touring, city and 
trekking bikes.

ERGOLUX® – more freedom – greater 
movement – less pressure. ERGOLUX® is
the comfort version of the successful SQlab
ERGOWAVE® saddle shape. Offered in three
models, each with different widths for every
range of application, for every bike and, 
above all, for every behind.

SQlab in cooperation with
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ERGOLUX®
Stay seated!

2 cm

More Freedom – Less Pressure!
The significantly lower saddle nose heav-
ily eases the burden off sensitive areas. 
This applies to men and women alike.

active-System Comfort
Thanks to SQlab’s active technology –
which, from a biomechanical standpoint,
is similar to the pelvis’ lateral movement
when walking – efficiency and comfort
during pedaling is increased by up to 7°.
At the same time, this eases the load on
the vertebral discs and increases comfort
at the sit bones. Lateral movement can be
adjusted for weight using the integrated
comfort sticks.

Perfect Support
The up swept rear provides better support
for the back and ensures more efficient 
force transfer.

Comfortable Seating Position
The ERGOLUX’s® wavy shape – stretching
from the rear to the front – perfectly fits
most ischial rami. Its enlarged, surface 
ensures the best possible pressure distri-
bution for the ischial rami.

Lower Saddle Nose
A saddle nose set at a lower level exerts
correspondingly lower pressure on sen- 
sitive areas. This applies to men and 
women alike.

Infinergy® Bumper
From Eurobike 2018 the SQlab com- 
fort models 602 ERGOLUX® and 621 
ERGOLUX® will be delivered with a 
new shock absorber. The new damper 
consists of the well-known and with 
running shoes very well-proven, Infin-
ergy® material from BASF.
This E-TPU offers improved low-weight 
cushioning and durability. The damp-
er comes in a new modified form and
allows significantly more active move-
ment in the SQlab saddles.
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Barred for life

16° Backsweep 4°Upsweep
12° Backsweep

780 mm

Aluminium 325 g Carbon 235 g

12° Backsweep
upright seating position, all-mountain,
Enduro
– Perfectly plays into the hands of 
 gravity bikers
– The 12° backsweep ensures a straight
 transition from the forearm to the hand
 with short reach and a rather upright
 body position, and protects the wrist 

from extreme stresses when going 
downhill.

16° Backsweep
stretched seating position, hardtail,
racing full-suspension
– ideal for marathons and long MTB tours
– The 16° backsweep ensures a straight
 transition from the forearm to the hand

The 4° Upsweep determines the
elbow position for active riding

NEW

SQlab 311 FL-X Carbon
– Weight: 200 g
– 30 % more flex
– Width: 740 mm

– Rise: low and medium 
– 16° Backsweep  
– 4° Upsweep

Low

Medium

High

The right rise for every seating position
Three different heights allow you to
personally select the seating position.

Low

Medium
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SQlab Innerbarends®
Comfortable. Aerodynamic. Inside.

SQlab Study on Wind Resistance
An internal study by SQlab on the track has 
shown that test riders with their hands on 
the inner bar ends were able to cover the 
same distance in the same time at 14 watts 
less. 10 test runs were each conducted at 
the track at a constant speed of 36 km/h.
To precisely log the watt values, two power 
meters – provided by the company SRM –
were used. On average, the riders had to 
muster up 293 watts without inner bar 
ends and 279 watts with them.

Bar ends for the inside = Innerbarends®!
Bar ends date back to the beginnings of
mountain bikes and are normally installed
on the ends of the handlebar. This was a
very good idea from an ergonomic stand-
point. Over time, as straight handlebars
faded away, and raised handlebars became
more common, barends disappeared again. 

Since handlebars have now become flat 
and significantly wider, bar ends are once 
again useful. However, we install the bar 
ends inside to keep them from hooking on
things like trees and rocks, hence the some- 
what contradicting name Innerbarends®!

As a result, Innerbarends® are a new, inno- 
vative evolution of the original bar ends, 
but with an unprecedented safety aspect. 
Despite the altered handle position, the 
brake lever is always available. It feels 
slightly similar to a triathlon clip on bar. 
Inner bar ends do not weigh much and are 
not bothersome – we simply recommend 
that you try them out.

Innerbarends® have no definitive appli- 
cation. They are primarily suited for the 
mountain bike: MTB racing, cross country,
marathon, trail bikes, touring bikes, all- 
mountain – but the combination of comfort
and improved aerodynamics provides a
great competitive advantage in marathons.

Bar ends also offer an ideal option to 
change the handle position on the handle-
bars of trekking bikes and even city bikes.

SQlab has offered bar ends that are in-
stalled inside the handles since 2007.

Natural Hand Positions
Natural Hand Positions SQlab Inner-
barends® 411 ensure an absolutely natural 
hand position.

Small and Light
Innerbarends® weigh only 108 g per pair.

Maximum Speed
The aerodynamic, relaxed elbow position
ensures maximum speed.

Perfect Muscle Relief
The perfect solution for relieving muscle
groups in the arms, shoulders and backs
by changing the arm position on the bike,
especially over long distances.

Grip models 711, 710 and  
702 are Innerbarends® ready.
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For Racers who are 
sick of the “diapers”.

SQ-Pad 12

The heart oft he SQLab Bib Short One12

Hard and Thin
The SQ-Pad 12 is no thicker than 4 mm for 
the perfect comfort, particularly on long 
rides.

One Size Fits All
While the width is important for saddles, 
one size is perfectly sufficient for padding 
in the shorts. The SQpad is designed for a 
sit bone width of up to 14,5 cm.

No Pressure Points
Unlike many thick and soft pads, the flat
SQ-Pad 12 maintains its shape due to its 
firm design and does not become unpleas-
antly wedged in when pedaling.

Breathable Foam
Thanks to a special process, the SQlab Ma-
terial Science Team managed to produce a 
foam that is very dense and, at the same 
time, has very good breathability.

SQ-Short ONE12

We made it easy for ourselves for our first
proprietary pair of shorts. We simply went
with the best.

Perfect Support
Exceptionally breathable straps perfectly
adjust to your body shape.

Ideal Fit
High-performance fabric offers unique 
freedom of movement with a low weight.

Flatlock Stitching
Extremely long-lasting flatlock stitched
seams ensure the utmost wear comfort
without unpleasant pressure points.

Slip-Free Elastic cuffs
Ensure a secure hold without cutting off
blood circulation.

Breathable
Breathable mesh fabric directly transports
moisture outside on the back.
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610 ERGOLUX®

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tour & Travel 100 kg 275 mm 13 cm

14 cm
15 cm
16 cm

245 g
254 g
259 g
266 g

2042
2043
2044
2045

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 70 % 50 SQ-Shore

89,95 €

600 active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Medical 120 kg 245 mm S, M, L 844 g 1337

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 100 % 45 SQ-Shore

129,95 €

621 ERGOLUX® active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
City/Comfort 130 kg 277 mm 18 cm

21 cm
625 g
650 g

2039
2040

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 70 % 40 SQ-Shore

79,95 €

610 ERGOLUX® active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tour & Travel 100 kg 275 mm 13 cm

14 cm
15 cm
16 cm

275 g
284 g
286 g
293 g

1940
1941
1942
1943

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 72 % 50 SQ-Shore

129,95 €

602 ERGOLUX® active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Trekking 130 kg 280 mm 14 cm

15 cm
16 cm
17 cm

471 g
474 g
487 g
425 g

1944
1945
1946
1947

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 65 % 45 SQ-Shore

99,95 €

621 active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Comfort 130 kg 277 mm 18 cm

21 cm
24 cm

635 g
660 g
685 g

1179
1180
1181Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness

CrMo 75 % 45 SQ-Shore
79,95 €

621 soft

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Comfort 100 kg 263 mm 18 cm

21 cm
610 g
720 g

1707
1708

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 70 % 35 SQ-Shore

59,95 €

621 Münster

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Comfort 130 kg 277 mm 18 cm

21 cm
24 cm

635 g
660 g
685 g

1956
1957
1978Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness

CrMo 75 % 45 SQ-Shore
69,95 €

604 active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Trekking 130 kg 280 mm 14 cm

15 cm
16 cm
17 cm

443 g
448 g
452 g
459 g

1932
1933
1934
1935

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 70 % 40 SQ-Shore

79,95 €

603 soft

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Trekking 100 kg 282 mm 14 cm

15 cm
16 cm
17 cm

398 g
413 g
420 g
429 g

1711
1712
1713
1836

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 60 % 40 SQ-Shore

49,95 €

60X

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Gravity & 
E-Performance

110 kg 280 mm 13 cm
14 cm
15 cm
16 cm

270 g
280 g
285 g
295 g

1791
1792 
1793 
2142 

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 72 % 50 SQ-Shore

149,95 € NEW

E-Bike ready
E-Bike ready products 
are suitable for E-Bike use.

The E-Bike and E-MTB allow longer and steeper 
routes. You usually sit longer in the saddle. In  
addition, the E-Bike is significantly more stable 
due to the higher weight and the heavier wheels.
SQlab saddles are generally characterized by 

the step saddle shape, which offers more grip in 
addition to improved pressure distribution. This is 
a big advantage for E-Bikes.
The usually tighter padding is very well suited for 
a longer “saddle time”. In particular, the active 

function compensates for the high driving stability 
and brings back the comfort. The MTB saddles 
have a sturdy cover on the sides, as the usually 
heavier E-MTBs in a fall otherwise damage the 
saddle quickly.
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613

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Triathlon 80 kg 278 mm 12 cm

13 cm
175 g
180 g

1481
1773

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
Carbon (hochoval
7 mm x 9,6 mm)

75 % 40 SQ-Shore
179,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE® active Carbon

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tech & Trail 90 kg 280 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

ca. 185 g
ca. 187 g
ca. 191 g
ca. 193 g

1898
1899
1900
1901

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
Carbon (hochoval 
7 mm × 9,6 mm)

65 % 55 SQ-Shore
229,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE® CrMo

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tech & Trail 90 kg 280 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

237 g
239 g
243 g
245 g

2046
2047
2048
2049

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
CrMo 65 % 55 SQ-Shore

89,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE®

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tech & Trail 90 kg 280 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

185 g
187 g
191 g
193 g

1882
1883
1884
1885

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 65 % 55 SQ-Shore

129,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE® Carbon

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tech & Trail 90 kg 280 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

ca. 150 g
ca. 153 g
ca. 157 g
ca. 161 g

1886
1887
1888
1889

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
Carbon (hochoval 
7 mm × 9,6 mm)

65 % 55 SQ-Shore
189,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE® active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tech & Trail 100 kg 280 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

220 g
222 g
226 g
228 g

1894
1895
1896
1897

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 65 % 55 SQ-Shore

149,95 €

611 active CrMo

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
MTB Tech & Trail 100 kg 302 mm 13 cm

14 cm
15 cm

285 g
286 g
290 g

1407
1408
1409Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness

CrMo 75 % 60 SQ-Shore
129,95 €

612 ERGOWAVE® active

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Road & MTB Race 100 kg 275 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

211 g
213 g
214 g
218 g

1861
1788
1789
1790

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 63 % 55 SQ-Shore

149,95 €

612 ERGOWAVE® active Carbon

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Road & MTB Race 90 kg 275 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

ca. 183 g
ca. 184 g
ca. 185 g
ca. 189 g

1857
1858
1859
1860

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
Carbon (hochoval 
7 mm × 9,6 mm)

63 % 55 SQ-Shore
229,95 €

612 ERGOWAVE®

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Road & MTB Race 90 kg 275 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

175 g
178 g
179 g
182 g

1866
1867
1868
1869

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 63 % 55 SQ-Shore

129,95 €

612 ERGOWAVE® Carbon

Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.
Road & MTB Race 90 kg 275 mm 12 cm

13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

ca. 147 g
ca. 150 g
ca. 154 g
ca. 158 g

1853
1854
1855
1856

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
Carbon (hochoval
7 mm x 9,6 mm)

63 % 55 SQ-Shore
189,95 €
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311  27.0
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 27,0 (inkl. Shim 
31,8 mm)

16° 740 mm 50 mm
25 mm
15 mm

1768
1769
1771Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

89,95 €
Aluminium 320 g 5°/2,5°/2,5°

0°/0°/0°
10 mm

310  31.8
Sport Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

Trekking 31,8 mm 16° 660 mm 0 mm 1540

Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

59,95 €
Aluminium 269 g 0°    10° 20 mm

3OX  16° Carbon
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 31,8 mm 16° 780 mm 45 mm
30 mm
15 mm

2056
2055
2054Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

199,95 €
Carbon 235 g 4°    0° 0 mm

302  31.8
Sport Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

Trekking 31,8 mm 16° 680 mm 25 mm 1542

Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

59,95 €
Aluminium 271 g 0°    0° 15 mm

3OX  12° Carbon
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 31,8 mm 12° 780 mm 45 mm
30 mm
15 mm

2053
2052
2051Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

199,95 €
Carbon 235 g 4°    0° 0 mm

31O  31.8
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

Trekking 31,8 mm 16° 680 mm 15 mm 1553

Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

59,95 €
Aluminium 257 g 0°    0° 20 mm

3OX  16°
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 31,8 mm 16° 780 mm 45 mm
30 mm
15 mm

2062
2061
2060Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

89,95 €
Aluminium 325 g 4°    0° 0 mm

3OX  12°
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 31,8 mm 12° 780 mm 45 mm
30 mm
15 mm

2059
2058
2057Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

89,95 €
Aluminium 325 g 4°    0° 0 mm

311  31.8
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 31,8 mm 16° 740 mm 50 mm
25 mm
15 mm

1535
1770
1772Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

89,95 €
Aluminium 320 g 5°/2,5°/2,5°

0°/0°/0°
10 mm
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medium
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low

medium

high

low

medium

high
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321  25.4
Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

Comfort 25,4 mm 45° 630 mm 0 mm 1544

Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

49,95 €
Aluminium 288 g 0°    0° 5 mm

302 25.4
Sport Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

Trekking 25,4 mm 16° 680 mm 25 mm 1541

Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

49,95 €
Aluminium 271 g 0°    0° 10 mm

302 31.8
Comfort Clamp Backsweep Width Rise Item No.

Trekking 31,8 mm 35° 660 mm 0 mm 1543

Material Weight Up-/Downsweep Stretch

59,95 €
Aluminium 275 g 0°    10° 30 mm
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* Suitable for all handlebars with a clamp diameter  
 of 25.4 mm that are intended to be clamped in a  
 31.8 mm handlebar stem.

**  Suitable for all handlebars with a 27.0 mm clamp  
 diameter that are intended to beclamped in a  
 31.8 mm handlebar st em. The plastic sleeve is  
 included when purchasing an SQlab handlebar  
 with a clamp diameter of 27.0 mm.

Note
As of current knowledge, SQlab is currently the 
only manufacturer of 27.0 mm handlebars and, as a 
result, the handlebar sleeve currently fi ts the only 
the SQlab 27.0 mm handlebar product range.

SQlab Stems SQlab Innerbarends® & EquipmentSQ
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We reserve the right to make technical, price and color changes. Prices incl. statutory VAT. Print errors and mistakes excepted.

 * The pictured SQlab Ahead Cap 1 1/8" and countersunk screw is not inclueded in the scope of delivery.

SQ
lab Innerbarends

® 
Equipm

ent

80X ltd.* MTB Tech & Trail

Length Weight Rise Reach Height Item No.
50 mm
60 mm
70 mm
80 mm
90 mm

139 g
153 g
159 g
163 g
170 g

5,2 mm
6,3 mm
7,3 mm
8,4 mm
9,4 mm

49,7 mm
59,7 mm
69,6 mm
79,6 mm
89,5 mm

38,5 mm 2091
2092
2093
2094
2095

Angle
6°

Handlebar Diameter Material Bolts Clamp width min. Head Tube Overlap
119,95 € 31,8 mm Titan 52,0 mm 32 mm

80X* MTB Tech & Trail

Length Weight Rise Reach Height Item No.
50 mm
60 mm
70 mm
80 mm
90 mm
100 mm
110 mm
120 mm

149 g
163 g
169 g
173 g
180 g
190 g
199 g
206 g

5,2 mm
6,3 mm
7,3 mm
8,4 mm
9,4 mm
10,5 mm
11,5 mm
12,5 mm

49,7 mm
59,7 mm
69,6 mm
79,6 mm
89,5 mm
99,5 mm

109,4 mm
119,3 mm

38,5 mm 2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

Angle
6°

Clamp width
52,0 mm

Handlebar Diameter Material Bolts min. Head Tube Overlap
89,95 € 31,8 mm Stahl 32 mm

821 Comfort

Length Weight Stem angle Clamp Item No.
70 mm
90 mm
100 mm

144 g
149 g
159 g

+/-35° 25,4 mm 1702
1703
1704

Material
Aluminium

29,95 €

802 Trekking

Length Weight Stem angle Clamp Item No.
70 mm
90 mm
100 mm

144 g
149 g
159 g

+/-35° 31,8 mm 1548
1549
1550

Material
Aluminium

29,95 €

811 MTB Tech & Trail

Length Weight Stem angle Clamp Item No.
70 mm
90 mm
100 mm

136 g
139 g
142 g

+/-7° 31,8 mm 1545
1546
1547

Material
Aluminium

49,95 €

Spacer Set 1 1/8" Material Inner diameter Outer diameter Weight Color Item No.
2,5/5/10 mm Aluminium 1 x 2,5 mm

1 x 5 mm
1 x 10 mm

1 1/8 Zoll 13 g (Set) Black/
Orange

1986

9,95 €

Ahead Cap 1 1/8" Material Outer diameter Weight Color Item No.
Aluminium 1 1/8 Zoll 10 g Black 1987

12,95 €

Handlebar shim  Material Inner diameter Outer diameter Color Item No.
25,4/31,8** Kunststoff 25,4 mm 31,8 mm Black 1214

5,95 €

Handlebar shim  Material Inner diameter Outer diameter Color Item No.
27,0/31,8*** Kunststoff 27,0 mm 31,8 mm Black 1701

5,95 €

Handlebar shim  Material Inner diameter Outer diameter Color Item No.
27,0/31,8*** Aluminium 27,0 mm 31,8 mm Black

Silver
Orange

Blue

1813
1870
1871
187212,95 €

411 Innerbarends® Material Color Clamp Weight Item No.
Fiber-reinforced

plastic (FRP)
Black/Orange
Black/Black

22,2 mm 108 g 1774
1996

39,95 €
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SQlab Grips SQlab Pedals & Insoles SQ
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216 high Use Sizes Item No.
Cushion High support

Longitudinal arch
S = 36,5–38,5
M = 39–41
L = 41,5–43,5
XL = 44–46
XXL = 46,5–48,5

2108
2109
2110
2111
211239,95 €

215 medium Use Sizes Item No.
Support Middle support

Longitudinal arch
S = 36,5–38,5
M = 39–41
L = 41,5–43,5
XL = 44–46
XXL = 46,5–48,5

2103
2104
2105
2106
210739,95 €

214 low Use Sizes Item No.
Stability Flat support

Longitudinal arch
S = 36,5–38,5
M = 39–41
L = 41,5–43,5
XL = 44–46
XXL = 46,5–48,5

2098
2099
2100
2101
210239,95 €

702 Trekking & City Comfort

Sizes Length Range Weight Item No.
S
M
L

139,1 mm
143,6 mm
145,8 mm

108,0 mm
110,8 mm
123,7 mm

306 g 1794
1795
1796

39,95 €

711 LE short Comfort

Sizes Length Material Weight Item No.
M
L

left 141 mm
right 96 mm

Genuine leather,
Triple-density

compound

132 g
152 g

1328
1329

39,95 €

711 short Tour & Travel

Sizes Length Material Weight Item No.
S
M
L

left 138 mm
right 91 mm

Triple density
compound

120 g
140 g
155 g

1322
1323
1324

24,95 €

710 MTB Comfort/Tour & Travel

Sizes Length Range Weight Item No.
S
M
L

136,8 mm
139,1 mm
145,0 mm

102,6 mm
106,0 mm
115,2 mm

238 g 2116
2117
2118

34,95 €

711 MTB Tech & Trail

Sizes Length Range Weight Item No.
S
M
L

134,8 mm
134,8 mm
134,8 mm

91,1 mm
100,6 mm
105,9 mm

128 g
150 g
186 g

1797
1798
1799

29,95 €

521         Comfort

Axle length Body Material Sizes Weight Item No.
–5 mm

Standard
+8 mm
+15 mm

Alu/Kunststoff S
M
L

XL

265 g
275 g
305 g
321 g

1914
1915
1916
191729,95 €

Axis Material 
CrMo

502         Trekking

Axle length Body Material Sizes Weight Item No.
–5 mm

Standard
+8 mm
+15 mm

Alu S
M
L

XL

355 g
378 g
389 g
398 g

1696
1697
1912
1913

Axis Material 

79,95 € CrMo

511 Road & MTB Race

Axle length Body Material Sizes Weight Item No.

–5 mm
Standard

+8 mm
+15 mm

Alu S
M
L

XL

310 g
322 g
341 g
367 g

1197
1198
1910
1911

Axis Material 

79,95 € CrMo

NEW

NEW

7OX Gravity & E-Performance

Sizes Length Range Clamp coloure Weight Item No.
S
S
M
M

134,8 mm
134,8 mm
134,8 mm
134,8 mm

96,8 mm
96,8 mm
101,4 mm
101,4 mm

Black
Yellow
 Black
Yellow

132 g
132 g
155 g
155 g

1800
2147 
1801
2148

29,95 € NEW

NEW
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SQlab Bib Short & Accessories SQlab Merchandise
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SQ-Short ONE12 Material Cushion Color Größen Item No.
71 % Polyester
29 % Elastan

SQ-Pad 12,
4 mm

Black/
White

XS
S
M
L

XL
XXL

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977189,95 €

Stainless Steel 
Tumbler MiiR 

Features Color Item No.

– Thermos bottle
– vacuum-insulated
– unbreakable
– BPA-free

White 2083

19,95 €

Community Buff® Classic Features Color Item No.
– 100 % Polyester  
 Mikrofaser
– Leicht verstaubar
– Vielseitig einsetzbar

Black 1144

17,95 €

Neoprene Saddle Cover Features Sizes Item No.
Suitable for every

saddle model
S: Race/MTB
M: Trekking
L: City/Comfort

1028
1029
1030

9,95 €

Elastomer Kit ERGOWAVE®/
ERGOLUX® active

Features Item No.

Replacement kit for
the SQlab ERGOWAVE®/

ERGOLUX® active 
saddle models

2000

9,95 €

Elastomer Kit 610/611 active Features Item No.
Replacement kit for the

SQlab 610/611 active
saddle models

2038

9,95 €

Lanyard Edelrid Features Item No.
– Band length: 115cm
– Width: 15 mm
– lead capacity up to  400 kg

2125

49,95 €

SQlab Slackline Endless Summer Set Features Item No.
– 20 m Slackline 
– long lever ratchet
– Black scuff protection (shackles and tree loops)

2096

89,95 €

lifebar plus Energy Bar Flavours Pack size Item No.
lifebar plus – Berry + Maca + Baobab
lifebar plus – Brazil + Guarana
lifebar Fig 
lifebar Apple 

à 47 g 2072
2073
2074
2075

1,95 €

lifebar Energy Bar Display Flavours Pack size Item No.
lifebar plus – Berry + Maca + Baobab
lifebar plus – Brazil + Guarana
lifebar Fig 
lifebar Apple 

Displaybox
 with 15 bars

1979
1980
1981
1982

27,30 €

SQ
lab 

M
erchandise
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611 ERGOWAVE® active
ltd. Flow Yellow Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 100 kg 280 mm 12 cm
13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

220 g
222 g
226 g
228 g

2160
2161
2162
2163

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 65 % 55 SQ-Shore

149,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE® 
ltd. S´Qantara Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 90 kg 280 mm 12 cm
13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

185 g
187 g
191 g
193 g

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 65 % 55 SQ-Shore

129,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE® active
Endless Summer Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 100 kg 280 mm 12 cm
13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

220 g
222 g
226 g
228 g

2087
2088
2089
2090

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 65 % 55 SQ-Shore

149,95 €

611 ERGOWAVE® active 
ltd. S´Qantara Max. Load Length Width Weight Item No.

MTB Tech & Trail 100 kg 280 mm 12 cm
13 cm
14 cm
15 cm

220 g
222 g
226 g
228 g

1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

Rail Material Perineal Relief Hardness
S-Tube 65 % 55 SQ-Shore

149,95 €

SQlab Features SQlab Features 
SQlab sitting position

SQlab sitting position: triathlon
This sitting position corresponds to that of
a triathlon cyclist with far forward upper
body.

SQlab sitting position: 
slightly bent forward
The comfort oriented city or trekking cyclist 
that is slightly bent forward, Enduro riders 
are often found in this more upright riding
position.

SQlab sitting position: upright
The completely upright position is mainly
found on a comfort bike.

SQlab sitting position: stretched
This position corresponds to that of being
in the drop bars or that typically used by
marathon racers where the saddle is higher
 than the bars.

SQlab sitting position: moderate
Saddle and bars are approx. at the same
height. Most mountain bikers and a dynamic
position on a trekking bike usually corre-
spond to this position.



Sleep to perform
Q [kju:] – The modular 
mattress for athletes

Q [kju:] – 
a SQlab Sports Ergonomics Project
At SQlab we have been developing  
ergonomic sport products for more than 
15 years. Our goal is to solve problems
and to help improve the performance. 
Now we put our focus on your sleep.

The Q [kju:] sleeping system consists of 
seven seperate foam layers and three 
pressure relieving wedges that are not 
glued together.
The adjustable mattress Set-up deter-
mines how hard or soft the mattress is, 
whether you prefer to sleep on point- 
elastic high performance foam, on  
adaptable viscoelastic foam or on 
breathable Xdura.
You do not know that yet? With the
Q [kju:] sleeping system you will find  
out what is best for you.

www.q-matratze.de

Q [kju:] – self adjustable Set-up

Q [kju:] Soft foam

For side sleepers who need relief on the 
shoulders and hips, the soft foam has to 
be the top layer. Due to the high point 
elasticity broad shoulders can sink in 
deeply.

Q [kju:] Relief wedge

The heart of the Q [kju:] mattress is the 
relief wedge in the lower layer, the so-
called base. The delivery includes three 
wedges with differing firmnesses. 
Soft (back sleeper), Medium (belly sleep-
er) and Hard (side sleeper).

Q [kju:] Gel foam

The mix of gel and foam will give you 

a feeling of floating.

Q [kju:] Memory foam

The memory foam adapts very well to 
your body, thereby reducing pressure 
points. We recommend the memory 
foam for the middle position. Memory 
Foam lovers will put this layer on top.

Q [kju:] Xdura foam

With the Xdura foam the sleeping climate 
is right. The foam has a particularly 
open-pore cell structure, which ensures 
high air permeability. Heat and moisture 
accumulation are prevented, to ensure 
a particularly good microclimate in the 
sleeping system.
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SQlab Measuring Systems

Type of foot Handle measurement

SQlab 
grip series 2018
The perfect grip for 
any hand and any bike.
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